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1. About Us
2. What we do
3. Our Network
4. Our Process
5. Why Truecopy?
TRUECOPY was launched in 2014. The platform for the exchange of verified academic credentials in a secure manner.

- Based in Pune, India.

- Genesis of Truecopy

- Founders & Advisors from Caltech, Columbia, Stanford
What we do

Sender Network
- Universities
- Students
- Immigration Consultants

Receiver Network
- Overseas Universities
- Immigration
- Evaluation Agencies
- Employer
Our Network

- Sender network - 1000+ colleges/universities
- Receiver network - 3000+ universities, evaluation agencies around the world
- Transactions per year - 50K+
How Students Apply

TRUESigner Credentials

www.electronictranscripts.com
TRUESigner Credentials

- Credentials Management System used by issuing institutions.
- Enables students to apply online for their official credentials and to select the recipients.
- Enables institutions to issue the credentials
- Secure delivery to desired destinations
- Acknowledgement post-delivery
Application Form via Sender’s website

Using this form Applicants can apply for their official transcripts
Using this portal, the Authorised approver can approve/disapprove the applicant’s transcripts.
Destination Selector for Applicants

Applicants can select multiple destinations for sending their transcripts from the list.
Acknowledgment email received by Applicants

Submission status

NMIMS via amazonse.com
to

Dear

ECE is confirming receipt of documents for Reference Number ECE Reference Number: E53514. Once these documents are processed and reviewed, ECE will again update you on the status of your file.

On successful approval from receivers, the applicant will receive an acknowledgement email.
Serves applicants from outside our sender network

Students apply on www.electronictranscripts.com

Verification is done with the issuing institution

Students can select recipients

Secure delivery to desired destinations

Acknowledgement post-delivery
Application Form

Get started / Send us a query

Your Name
Your Email Id
Your Mobile No
Your College / University
Destinations where you want to send transcripts
Any other comment

Send

Using this form Applicants can apply for their official transcripts
Applicants can select multiple destinations for sending their transcripts from the list.
Using this portal, the Authorised approver can approve/disapprove the applicant’s transcripts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWATI MUNGSE 117229</td>
<td>17-09-2019</td>
<td>PENDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANUJA MAHAJAN 123456</td>
<td>18-09-2019</td>
<td>PENDING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Showing 1 to 2 of 2 entries
Receiver Portal - Approvals

Using this portal, the Authorised approver can approve/disapprove the applicant's transcripts.

If sent credentials of student are okay you can accept the request of the student.

Students verified credentials can be seen and downloaded.

If the documents do not meet your requirements you can reject the request.
Acknowledgment email received by Applicants

Electronic Transcripts via amazones.com

to satyajeet

Dear

Transcript Research is confirming receipt of documents for Reference Number 908005. Once these documents are processed and reviewed, Transcript Research will again update you on the status of your file.
Types of Credentials

- Undergraduate - transcripts, statement of marks, certificates
- Graduate - transcripts, statement of marks, certificates
- High school - transcripts from CBSE/ICSE/State Boards
- All credentials are delivered as PDF securely
How to Sign Up?

• Email us at support@truecopy.in
• Receiver portal setup
• Addition to destination selector
• Socialize the association
• Universities/Evaluators add Truecopy to their website
Digitally Signed Credentials

• Issue tamper-proof credentials
• Integrate TRUESigner API into your MIS and automate signing
• Faster delivery to recipients
• The digital signatures are compliant with global standards.

Secure the reports and credentials you send to your receivers like universities or students.
Why Truecopy?

• 100% verified credentials
• Secure Delivery
• Fast processing, prompt support
• Competitive pricing
• Fast growing network of senders and receivers
• Student feedback
Students Feedback

Really appreciate Truecopy works with more commitment and takes prompt actions for any issues. Regards, Rovin Charles Daniel

I had a smooth and good experience with TrueCopy. -Savvya Origala

I am so happy that I went ahead with you guys and saved myself at least 2 months. Thanks again for helping me out. Have been recommending you to everyone I know & even on forums. Keep up the good work..!!!! Regards, Tejeshwar

Truecopy really understands the value of time. I received email responses on the time and the information mentioned is to the point. -Priyanka Killedar

Throughout the process there was absolutely no confusion, it went all smooth and as promised. -Jemima Solomon

It is faster, cheaper and smoother than procuring hardcopies! Great Service! -Jitendra Kumar
Questions?

Visit www.truecopy.com or write to us at sales@truecopy.com